Abstract: We consider multiple criteria decision aiding in case of interaction between criteria. In this case the usual weighted sum cannot be used to aggregate evaluations on different criteria and other value functions with a more complex formulation have to be considered. The Choquet integral is the most used technique and also the most widespread in the literature. However, the application of the Choquet integral presents two main problems being the necessity to determine the capacity, which is the function that assigns a weight not only to all single criteria but also to all subset of criteria, and the necessity to express on the same scale evaluations on different criteria. While with respect to the first problem we adopt the recently introduced Non Additive Robust Ordinal Regression (NAROR) taking into account all the capacities compatible with the preference information provided by the DM, with respect to the second one we build the common scale for the considered criteria using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). We propose to use AHP on a set of reference points in the scale of each criterion and to use an interpolation to obtain the other values. This permits to reduce considerably the number of pairwise comparisons usually required by the DM when applying AHP. An illustrative example details the application of the proposed methodology.
Introduction
In Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding (MCDA) problems (see [42] for an accessible guide to MCDA and [20] for a comprehensive collection of state of the art surveys), a set of alternatives A = {a, b, c, . . .} is evaluated on a set of evaluation criteria G = {g 1 , . . . , g n } (sometimes, for the sake of simplicity and slightly abusing of the notation, we refer to the criteria with their indices, i.e. we shall write i ∈ G, instead of g i ∈ G). Typical MCDA problems are choice, sorting and ranking. Choice problems consist of choosing a subset (possibly composed of one element only) A * ⊆ A of alternatives considered the best; sorting problems consist of assigning each alternative to one or more predefined and preferentially ordered contiguous classes, while ranking problems consist of partially or completely ordering all alternatives from the best to the worst.
Looking at the evaluations of the alternatives on the criteria, without taking into account further preference information and any preference model, it could be only observed if the dominance relation is fulfilled by some pairs of alternatives 2 . In general, the dominance relation provides really poor information and leaves many alternatives incomparable. For this reason, to get more precise recommendations on the problem at hand, there is the necessity to aggregate the evaluations of the alternatives on the considered criteria through some appropriate preference model representing the preferences of the Decision Maker (DM). In the literature the most well-known aggregation methods are the Multi-Attribute Value Theory (MAVT) [45] and the outranking methods (for ELECTRE methods see [21, 23, 54] and for PROMETHEE methods see [11, 12] ). MAVT assigns to each alternative a a real number U (a) being representative of the degree of desirability of a with respect to the problem at hand, while outranking methods are based on an outranking relation being a binary relation S on the set of alternatives A, such that aSb means that a is at least as good as b. Both family of methods are based on the mutual preference independence between criteria [45, 64] but, in many real world decision making problems, the evaluation criteria are not independent but interacting. For instance, suppose the DM likes sport cars and she wants to buy a car taking into account the criteria price, maximum speed and acceleration. In this case, maximum speed and acceleration can be considered negatively interacting criteria while maximum speed and price can be considered positively interacting criteria. In fact, on one hand, even if maximum speed and acceleration are very important for a DM liking sport cars, in general cars with a high maximum speed have also a good acceleration and, therefore, the comprehensive importance of the two criteria considered together should be smaller than the sum of the importance of the two criteria considered alone. On the other hand, a car with a high maximum speed has often also a high price and, therefore, a car with a high maximum speed and a moderate price is very well appreciated. Consequently, the comprehensive importance of these two criteria considered together should be greater than the sum of the importance of the two criteria considered alone. In such cases, the mutual preference independence can be violated because, for example, due to the positive interaction between maximum speed and price, at a given level of price, one can prefer one combination of maximum speed and acceleration, while at another level of price one can prefer another combination of maximum speed and acceleration. Observe however that the violation of preference independence does not imply that the considered family of criteria is no more consistent. Indeed, consistency [54] refers to the requirements of monotonicity, that is, when improving the evaluations on considered criteria the overall evaluation of an alternative cannot be deteriorated, exhaustivity, that is, all the relevant criteria are considered, and non-redundancy, that is, no criterion can be removed without losing the representation of a relevant point of view. Monotonicity, exhaustivity and non-redundancy can continue to be satisfied also when preference independence does not hold. For instance, in the didactic example of Section 2, we show how reasonable can be the overall evaluations of students obtained aggregating scores in different subjects by the Choquet integral [14] rather than by the weighted sum. If the problem is correctly formulated, aggregation through Choquet integral satisfies monotonicity, exhaustivity and non-redundancy even if, as explained in the example, it does not satisfy preference independence. Interaction between criteria and violation of the preference independence are well known in MCDA (see e.g. [7, 19, 26, 44] ). In the following, we briefly survey several methods handling with the interaction between criteria. Considering the utility functions as aggregation methods, the multilinear utility function [45] and the UTA GM S -INT [38] are reported in the literature. The first one aggregates performances on considered criteria through a weighted sum of products of marginal utilities corresponding to single criteria, over all subsets of criteria, while UTA GM S -INT is based on enriched additive value functions that add some further terms representing interaction between criteria to the usual sum of marginal utility functions. In Artificial Intelligence (AI), interaction between criteria has been recently considered through GAI-networks [30] as well as through UCP-networks [10] , that are based on the idea of Generalized Additive Independence (GAI) decomposition [25] . Positive and negative interaction between criteria has been taken into account also in outranking methods such as ELECTRE [24] and PROMETHEE [15] . Another method that takes into consideration interaction between criteria is the Analytical Network Process (ANP) [58] . In this case, interaction between criteria is one of the possible results of interdependencies and network between goals, criteria and alternatives. Observe that very specific interactions between criteria can be considered within ANP. For instance, ANP can model interactions that depend on the considered alternatives. This is the case of a positive interaction between criteria "price" and "maximum speed" for evaluating an economic car, which is not the case for a sport car. Considering interaction between criteria that can change from an alternative to another is not possible with the Choquet integral for which interaction between criteria holds in the same way for all the alternatives. However, the price to pay for such so fine modeling is an increased amount of preference information that can be difficult to supply for the DM. Even if all cited methods are able to deal with the interaction between criteria, the most well-known methodologies in the literature are the non-additive integrals, such as the Choquet integral (see [14] for the original Choquet integral and [31] for the application of the Choquet integral in MCDA), the Sugeno integral [63] and the generalizations of the Choquet integral, that are the bipolar Choquet integral [34] or the level dependent Choquet integral [36] . The basic idea of these approaches is that the interaction between criteria can be modeled through a capacity, called also fuzzy measure, assigning a weight not only to each criterion but also to each subset of criteria.
In this paper, we shall consider the Choquet integral because, currently, it is the most adopted methodology to deal with interactions between criteria for its manageability (for example, we shall see that we can use linear programming to determine capacities compatible with DM's preferences) and for the meaningfulness of its preference parameters, namely the capacity that becomes understandable and intelligible even for the non expert DM using some specific techniques such as the Möbius representation, the Shapley index and the interaction indices.
Even if it is theoretically appealing, the application of the Choquet integral, as well as the application of all non-additive methods mentioned above, involves some problems related to: 1) the determination of the capacity representing the interaction between criteria, 2) the construction of a common scale permitting comparisons between evaluations on different criteria.
To handle point 1), we propose to use the Non Additive Robust Ordinal Regression (NAROR) [4] that considers the whole set of capacities compatible with the preference information provided by the DM while, to handle point 2) we propose to use the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP, [56, 57] ). Let us spend some words to give the intuition behind our proposal. We shall give more details on how to deal with the two mentioned problems and on the reasons of combining them together in the following sections of the paper. In any MCDA problem, a decision model has to be built to produce a recommendation and its preference parameters (weights, thresholds, value functions and so on) have to be determined. This is usually done in cooperation with the DM, who can give directly the preference parameters or, instead, can supply some preference information, for example in terms of preference pairwise comparison of some alternatives, from which preference parameters can be induced. In the case of the Choquet integral model, the preference parameters to be fixed are the weights that the capacity assigns to each one of the 2 n subsets of a family of n criteria (for example 2 10 = 1024 weights for a family of 10 criteria). Due to this so huge number of parameters, very often the values assigned by the capacity to the subset of criteria are not asked directly to the DM and, consequently, several methodologies have been proposed to determine a capacity compatible with the preference information provided by the DM. For example, in [34] four different approaches are presented to deal with this problem and there is no general suggestion about which one to adopt. In this conditions, it seems very wise to take into account not one among the many capacities compatible with the DM's preference information, but, instead, the whole set of capacities compatible with the available preference information. This is the aim of the NAROR that is based on the concepts of necessary and possible preferences, holding between two alternatives a and b if a is at least as good as b for all or for at least one capacity compatible with the preferences provided by the DM.
In addition to the determination of the capacity, another important issue regarding the application of the Choquet integral is the building of a common scale on which evaluations of alternatives on considered criteria can be compared. Observe that also in this respect it is not reasonable to ask directly to the DM the values that have to be assigned to the evaluations of criteria at hand. Indeed, the DM is not able to take into consideration at the same time all the evaluations that criteria give to all alternatives and to put everything in a single scale. For this reason, we remember the famous article of Miller "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing Information" [47] in which it is argued that the average human brain can handle a number of objects equal to 7 ± 2. More precisely, Miller showed that this is due to the limits of onedimensional absolute judgment and to the limits of short-term memory. This suggests to consider pairwise comparisons among objects in consequence of their manageability for the human mind, and to use some proper methodology permitting to represent pairwise comparisons by numerical evaluations of objects at hand. Some experiments showed that the use of pairwise comparisons and, even better, verbal pairwise comparisons, is much more accurate than direct estimation [48] . Consequently, to construct the common scale we propose to adopt AHP which is the most well known methodology used to build priority vectors on a homogeneous scale on the basis of pairwise comparisons of alternatives with respect to considered criteria. Some limits related to the capacity of identifying possible sources of inconsistency arise in case the number of objects to be compared is larger than seven [59] . Consequently, taking also into account the cognitive burden required to compare pairwise all the alternatives with respect to all considered criteria, we propose to focus the attention of the DM on a selected number of meaningful reference levels on each criterion. The DM is asked to supply pairwise comparisons of reference evaluations, so that they can be put on a single scale through AHP. All other evaluations are put on the common scale through linear interpolation. With this approach we reduce the effort asked to the DM for supplying the preference information and we increase the reliability of the results by taking into account pairwise comparisons given in a much more careful way (because the number of required comparisons is much smaller and the reference levels to be compared are meaningful for the DM that is supposed to participate to their selection).
Recently, some contributions proposed to conjugate AHP and the Choquet integral [8, 9, 66] . Our approach can be compared with these three works as follows:
1. [9] and [66] use AHP within a procedure to determine the capacity. More precisely, [9] uses AHP to determine a priority vector of the criteria, taking into account a capacity representing inconsistencies in the pairwise comparison matrix. Instead, [66] uses AHP to evaluate the importance of each criterion in terms of the Shapley index and, after asking the DM to supply the interactions degree of each couples of criteria, uses a nonlinear programming to get the capacity. With respect to these contributions, the method we are proposing presents a radical difference because we use NAROR, and not AHP, to define the whole set of capacities compatible with the DM's preference information containing pairwise comparisons of some real alternatives for which the DM is confident in expressing her own convictions; 2. [8] uses a pairwise comparison method to put on a common scale the evaluations of alternatives with respect to considered criteria (in fact it uses MACBETH, but AHP can be used as well) and determines the capacity on the basis of the comparisons supplied by the DM of some fictitious situations where the criteria have evaluations either totally satisfactory or totally unsatisfactory. This approach is closer to our approach but:
• it uses a pairwise comparison method (which can be AHP as well as MACBETH) to construct evaluations of alternatives on considered criteria on the basis of pairwise comparisons of all the alternatives which can be very numerous and requiring, therefore, a strong cognitive effort to the DM; instead, in our method we consider comparisons of few reference levels for each criterion and from the evaluations of these reference levels, by linear interpolation, we assign evaluations being on a common scale to the alternatives at hand with respect to considered criteria;
• it determines the capacity considering very specific fictitious alternatives while we can consider any alternative, so that the DM can choose those ones that she knows best and for which she feels more comfortable in expressing her preferences. Moreover, it determines only one capacity while we consider the whole set of capacities compatible with the preference information provided by the DM.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we state the problem and we give the basic intuition of our proposal. Section 3 recalls the basic concepts of the Choquet integral and NAROR and it gives fundamental notions of AHP. It also introduces our methodology to build the common scale required by the Choquet integral by means of the AHP. Section 4 illustrates how our approach can be applied in a multiple criteria decision problem. Section 5 collects conclusions and further directions of research.
Problem statement and intuition
To explain the idea behind the Choquet integral, inspired by [31] , we consider and discuss in detail a problem of evaluation of students. The Dean of a high school has to evaluate students with respect to three subjects: Mathematics (Math), Physics (Phys) and Literature (Lit). He starts using a simple weighted sum whose weights represent the importance of the different subjects. Supposing that Mathematics and Physics are more important than Literature, the weights could be 3, 3 and 2, i.e., after normalization, w M ath = w P hys = Table 1 . The next to the last column of Table 1 gives the weighted sum of the four students at hand considering the weights of criteria previously defined. Applying the weighted sum, student A is preferred to student B and student C to student D. The Dean agrees with the preference of C over D, but he thinks that the preference of A over B can be questionable. Indeed student A has relatively good scores both in Mathematics and Physics, while he has a weakness in Literature. Mathematics and Physics are both important subjects, but students with a good score in Mathematics have generally also a good score in Physics and, consequently, there is an overvaluation of these students, in this case of student A. On the other hand, students good in Mathematics (or Physics) are generally not good in Literature; therefore, the Dean wants to give a bonus to student B because he has good scores in Mathematics and Literature, even if he has a weakness in Physics. The Dean wonders if it is possible to represent his preferences by changing the weights assigned to the considered subjects. Unfortunately, this is not possible because the weighted sum cannot represent the preferences of the Dean with respect to the four students. Indeed, on one hand, the preference of B over A should imply that 18w M ath + 16w P hys + 14w Lit < 18w M ath + 14w P hys + 16w Lit ,
while, on the other hand, the preference of C over D should imply that 14w M ath + 16w P hys + 14w Lit > 14w M ath + 14w P hys + 16w Lit .
By (1) we get 16w P hys + 14w Lit < 14w P hys + 16w Lit ,
while, by (2) we get 16w P hys + 14w Lit > 14w P hys + 16w Lit (4) and, clearly, (3) and (4) are incompatible. The Dean considers also the possibility to evaluate students using an additive value function such as
with u M ath , u P hys and u Lit being non-decreasing in their arguments. Also additive value functions cannot represent the preferences of the Dean with respect to the four students A, B, C and D. In fact, the preference of B over A should imply that
while, the preference of C over D should imply that
By (6) we get
while, by (7) we get
and, again, (8) and (9) are incompatible. In fact, the preferences of the Dean do not respect preference independence [45] that would require that for alternatives a, b, c, d ∈ A if
• a is preferred to b, then also c should be preferred to d. In simple words, preference independence would require that if two alternatives a and b have the same evaluation on a subset of criteria G ′ ⊂ G, then the preference of the DM should depend only on the evaluations with respect to remaining criteria, that is criteria in G \ G ′ , regardless the evaluation on criteria from G ′ . This would imply that if any two other alternatives c and d have the same evaluations on criteria from G ′ (even if different from the evaluations got by a and b on the same criteria) and on criteria from G \ G ′ c has the same evaluations of a and d has the same evaluations of b, then c must be preferred to d. When this is not the case, the level of the evaluations on criteria G ′ is relevant for the preference of an alternative over the other, even if these evaluations are the same for the two compared alternatives. In these cases, preference independence is violated. Observe that this situation applies to students A, B, C and D. Indeed, A and B have the same score in Mathematics and therefore one could imagine that the Dean's preference of B over A should depend only on the scores on Physics and Literature. But if this would be true, then the Dean should prefer also D to C, because in Physics and Literature also C and D have the same scores of A and B, respectively, while they have the same score in Mathematics. However, the common score in Mathematics of C and D (14) is different from the common score in the same subject of A and B (18) . Consequently C and D have a weakness in Mathematics, while A and B have a quite good score in the same subject. Thus, it is absolutely reasonable that the perspective of the Dean changes in evaluating C and D on one hand and A and B on the other hand. Comparing students C and D, since their scores in Mathematics is not so good, taking into account the technical orientation of the school, the Dean prefers C over D for her relatively good score in Physics. Instead, comparing students A and B, since their score in Mathematics is good, taking into account a favor for well equilibrated students in Science (Mathematics and Physics) and Humanities (Literature), the Dean prefers B over A for his good score in Literature. In conclusion, the preferences of the Dean violate preference independence and there are sound reasons for this. Reflecting on the problem, the Dean arrives at the conclusion that one should consider a weight not only for each subject, but also for each subset of subjects in order to represent:
• the redundancy between Mathematics and Physics; in this case the weight given to Mathematics and Physics together should be smaller than the sum of the weights given to Mathematics and Physics considered alone;
• the synergy between Mathematics and Literature or Physics and Literature; in this case the weight given to Mathematics and Literature together should be greater than the sum of the weights given to Mathematics and Literature considered alone; analogous behavior should have the weights of Physics and Literature.
Therefore, denoting by µ(S) the weight of the subset of subjects S, we could consider the following weights:
and, of course, µ({M ath, P hys, Lit}) = 1.
It can be observed that:
• according to the redundancy between Mathematics and Physics, µ({M ath}) + µ({P hys}) > µ({M ath, P hys}),
• according to the synergy between Mathematics and Literature,
• according to the synergy between Physics and Literature,
Now the problem is: how to extend the weighted sum in case of interacting criteria? In other words: how to redefine the weighted sum in order to take into account not only weights for each subject (criterion), but also for each subset of subjects? Let us introduce the Choquet integral [14] explaining why it can be considered as an extension of the weighted sum in case of interacting criteria. Indeed, in this case we have to consider not only a weight for each one of the considered criteria, but also a weight for each subset of considered criteria. Let us consider the case of a set of n non-negative values x 1 , . . . , x n for which a weighted sum has to be computed on the basis of the weights w 1 , . . . , w n , w i ≥ 0 and w 1 + . . . + w n = 1, where w i represents the importance of the value (criterion) x i . The weighted sum is given by
Observe that we can re-write the weighted sum as follows
where (·) is a permutation of the indices 1, . . . , n such that In case of absence of interaction between criteria, the importance of a subset of criteria is
and (11) can be written as follows:
Now the Choquet integral, denoted by C µ (x 1 , . . . , x n ), is formulated exactly as (12), i.e.
and this formulation holds also in case of interacting criteria. Therefore, according to (13) , considering the capacity defined above, the Choquet integral of the scores of student A is
The Choquet integral of the scores of students B, C and D can be computed analogously obtaining the results shown in the last column of Table 1 . One can see that, in this case, student B is evaluated better than student A and student C is evaluated better than student D.
We have shown that the Choquet integral is able to take into account interactions between criteria. However, the application of the Choquet integral presents two relevant problems that did not appear clearly in the above didactic example: a) Differently from the usual weighted sum, where we have to assign only one weight to each criterion, the Choquet integral requires to assign a weight to each subset of criteria. This problem becomes very relevant when the number of criteria is high. Indeed, for n criteria we have to assign n values in case of the weighted sum (one for each criterion), while we have to assign 2 n weights (one for each subset of criteria) in case of the Choquet integral (in fact 2 n − 2 weights because the weight assigned to the empty set is null and the weight assigned to the whole set of criteria is equal to one). For example, if we have 3 criteria, we have to assign 2 3 = 8 weights which become 2 4 = 16 if we have 4 criteria and so on. It is clear that asking to the DM to provide a large number of weights is not reasonable. It is also worthwhile to observe that the interpretation of these weights is not trivial for the DM because of the interaction of several criteria at once. b) As it can be seen from (11), the Choquet integral requires that the evaluations with respect to all considered criteria are on the same scale. In fact, for each alternative, the evaluations on the considered criteria need to be ordered from the smallest to the greatest. In the example of Table 1 , if we consider student A, it is immediate to conclude that a score of 18 in Mathematics is greater than a score of 16 in Physics which, in turn, is greater than a score of 10 in Literature. Even more, as shown by (13), to compute the Choquet integral we have also to consider the difference between evaluations of the same alternative on different criteria. Therefore, for example, taking into consideration student A, we must be able to say that the difference in the score between Mathematics and Physics is 18-16=2, and that it is meaningful to state that it is one half of the difference between Mathematics and Literature which is 18-14=4. However, let suppose we have to rank a set of cars to decide which one to buy and suppose we want to use the Choquet integral to evaluate, for example, Audi A3 (3 doors) having the following characteristics:
Price: e22,140 Acceleration: 10.3 second to arrive from 0 to 100 km/h Maximum speed: 193 km/h Fuel consumption: 4.9 l/km.
How to order these evaluations for computing the Choquet integral? In other words, is a price of e22,140 more valuable than a maximum speed of 193 km/h? And, even much more problematic: how can we give a value to this difference?
Some answers have been given in the literature to the two above points. Regarding point a), the most convincing answer seems the proposal of inducing the weights from some indirect preference information provided by the DM in terms of pairwise comparisons of some reference alternatives and in terms of relative importance and interaction between criteria [46] . Recently, in the same direction, NAROR [4] has been proposed. It permits to consider the whole set of compatible weights, i.e. the whole set of weights satisfying the preference information provided by the DM, by the use of a necessary and a possible preference relation as in any Robust Ordinal Regression method (ROR; [16, 17, 37] ). The necessary and possible preference relations hold between alternatives a and b if a is not worse than b for all, or for at least one, of the sets of weights compatible with the DMs preferences, respectively (for a discussion on the axiomatic basis of necessary and possible preference relations see [27] ). With respect to point b), very often a normalization of evaluations on each criterion is done considering an "unacceptable" minimal value and an "ideal" maximal value for each criterion and considering a linear interpolation between these two extremes. A more sophisticated methodology permitting to build one scale and one capacity for the Choquet integral on the basis of the preference information provided by the DM has been proposed in [2] and it has been further developed in [1] . However, these two approaches are heuristics and not exact algorithms.
In this paper we propose to deal with problems a) and b) in a systematic way as follows:
• First we construct a common scale for all criteria using the AHP. The advantage of using AHP in this context is given by the possibility of building the scale using the preferences provided by the DM. Moreover, for the considered criteria, the evaluations on the scale obtained by AHP are comparable between them and therefore we can apply the Choquet integral; it is worthwhile to observe that our use of AHP is parsimonious with respect to the information asked to the DM, in the sense that with respect to each considered criterion, we shall not ask the DM to compare pairwise all the alternatives, as it is commonly done, but we shall ask the DM to compare some reference levels on the considered criteria. The other non reference evaluations are obtained by interpolating the values assigned by AHP to the reference levels. We believe that this is another important contribution of our work which goes beyond the mere use of AHP in a MCDA procedure based on the Choquet integral preference model. In fact, it can be used in any decision problem where AHP has to be applied to a large set of alternatives. In this way, the DM avoids to answer to a long and tiring list of questions related to all pairwise comparisons of the alternatives at hand.
• Using the evaluations expressed in the scale obtained by means of the AHP method, we proceed with the application of the NAROR. In this way, we consider all the set of weights which are compatible with the preference information provided by the DM avoiding to consider only one set of weights chosen in an arbitrary way in the whole family of compatible sets. Since the necessary and possible preference relations obtained by NAROR can present some difficulty to be handled by the DM, we present her also a complete ranking of the considered alternatives obtained by computing the so called most representative value function [3, 22] . This is a value function corresponding to the Choquet integral with respect to the capacity giving the "best" representation not only of all the preferences supplied by the DM, but also of the necessary and the possible preference relations.
We believe that the proposed combination of AHP and NAROR represents the most convenient way to deal with the two discussed problems of determining in a reasonable and meaningful way a set of weights and a common scale for the considered criteria when the Choquet integral is used to represent interaction between criteria.
Methodology

Introduction
This section presents the methods used to solve the problem described in Section 2. First, we formalize the Choquet integral preference model for MCDA problems (Section 3.2). As the capacities to be used in the Choquet integral are difficult to elicit, we use the NAROR (Section 3.3), to indirectly infer all capacities compatible with the information provided by the DM. In Section 3.4.1 basic principles of AHP are then recalled, describing after how to use it for building the common scale, which is needed to apply the Choquet integral. In Section 3.4.2 we show how the number of pairwise comparisons asked by the AHP can be decreased by taking into account only reference points and then interpolating the results.
The Choquet integral preference model
is called a capacity (fuzzy measure) on 2 G (being the power set of G, i.e. the set of all subsets of G) if the following properties hold: 1a) µ(∅) = 0 and µ(G) = 1 (boundary conditions),
For any T ⊆ G, µ(T ) represents the total weight of criteria from T , which is not supposed to be additive, i.e. it is not necessarily true that for any S, T ⊆ G such that S ∩ T = ∅, one has µ(S ∪ T ) = µ(S) + µ(T ). In this case, we have to define 2 |G| − 2 non additive weights µ(S), ∅ ⊂ S ⊂ G, since the values µ(∅) = 0 and µ(G) = 1 are already known. Given a ∈ A and a capacity µ on 2 G , the Choquet integral [14] , as above explained, gives the analogous of the weighted sum in case of additive weights, and it is defined as follows:
where (·) reorders the criteria so that g (1) (a) ≤ . . . ≤ g (n) (a) and g (0) (a) = 0. It is useful to consider also the Möbius representation of a capacity µ being the function m :
The Möbius representation m(S) can be obtained from µ(S) as follows:
For the Möbius representation [13] , properties 1a) and 2a) become
The Möbius representation is important in applications, because it permits to express the Choquet integral in a linear form (but in a space different from that one of values given by criteria from G), formulating the Choquet integral as a weighted sum of minimum values given to the considered alternative a ∈ A by all subsets of criteria T from G [29] ,
However, even if expressed in linear form with the above formula, the use of the Choquet integral preference model remains difficult because we have to determine the 2 |G| values m(T ), T ⊆ G. In order to reduce the number of parameters to be determined and to get a simpler formulation for the Choquet integral, the concept of k-additive capacity, k = 1, . . . , n, has been introduced [32] . Formally a capacity is k-additive if m(T ) = 0 for T ⊆ G such that |T | > k. Intuitively a capacity is k-additive if it considers interactions between no more than k criteria. In MCDA, 2-additive capacities are often considered because it is reasonable to expect that the DM could supply preference information on positive and negative interactions between couples of criteria, while it seems that interactions between three, four and more criteria are more difficult, or even sometimes impossible, to evaluate. It is to observe that a 2-additive capacity µ in terms of Möbius representation has the following formulation
Thus, from the computational point of view, 2-additive capacities require to induce the value of only n + n 2 parameters, being a value m({i}) for every criterion i and a value m({i, j}) for every couple of criteria {i, j}. For 2-additive capacities, properties 1b) and 2b) have to be reformulated as follows:
When the Choquet integral is adopted in MCDA, the importance of a criterion i ∈ G is not evaluated considering only the value assigned by the capacity to the criterion i alone, i.e. µ({i}), but also taking into consideration all its interactions, i.e., in case of 2-additive capacities, considering µ({i, j}) for all j ∈ G \ {i}. So doing, the importance of criterion i ∈ G is expressed by the Shapley value [62] that, in case of a 2-additive capacity, has the following formulation:
As pointed out above, with respect to a criterion i ∈ G, in general the Shapley index ϕ ({i}) is different from the weight µ ({i}) assigned to the criterion i by the capacity µ. Our methodology takes into account this fact by modeling DM's preference information related to comparison between the importance of criteria in terms of Shapley index ϕ ({i}). In this way, we acknowledge that the importance of criterion i does not depend on itself only but also on its interactions with the other criteria at hand. Among the preference information that the DM can supply there is also the sign and the magnitude of the interaction ϕ({i, j}) of couples of criteria {i, j} ⊆ G [50] . For a 2-additive capacity µ the interaction is given by the Möbius representation of the couple {i, j}, i.e. ϕ ({i, j}) = m ({i, j}) .
Robust Ordinal Regression and NAROR 3.3.1. Intuition of NAROR
Consider the example proposed in Section 2. Suppose now that the Dean wants to evaluate three new students E, F and H, whose scores are shown in Table 2 . The Dean wants to apply the Choquet integral but he wants to be sure about his evaluations, and, consequently, he wants to consider all the capacities µ that are coherent with his preferences. Therefore he takes into account the following constraints for the values taken by µ:
• µ({M ath, Lit}) > µ({M ath, P hys});
Indeed, by considering the preference of B over A translated by the inequality and, consequently, µ({M ath, Lit}) > µ({M ath, P hys}).
• µ({P hys}) > µ({Lit}); Indeed, by considering the preference of C over D translated by the inequality, C µ (14, 16, 14) > C µ (14, 14, 16) and applying (13) 
• µ({M ath}) = µ({P hys}) and µ({M ath, Lit}) = µ({P hys, Lit})
because Mathematics and Physics are considered equally important by the Dean.
Considering all the capacities µ satisfying constraints (14)- (16), the Dean arrives at the following conclusions:
• student H is preferred to student F for every capacity µ compatible with his preferences; indeed C µ (18, 14, 18) > C µ (18, 18, 14) that, by (13), becomes 14µ({M ath, P hys, Lit}) + (18 − 14)µ({M ath, Lit}) > 14µ({M ath, P hys, Lit}) + (18 − 14)µ({M ath, P hys}) which is always true by eq. (14);
• among the capacities µ compatible with his preferences, there are some for which student E is preferred to student F and there are others for which student F is preferred to student E; for example, student E is preferred to student F for the capacity µ 1 such that µ 1 ({M ath, Lit}) = µ 1 ({P hys, Lit}) = 0.6, µ 1 ({M ath, P hys}) = 0.5,
while, student F is preferred to student E for the capacity µ 2 such that µ 2 ({M ath, Lit}) = µ 2 ({P hys, Lit}) = 0.8125, µ 2 ({M ath, P hys}) = 0.625, µ 2 ({M ath}) = µ 2 ({P hys}) = 0.375, µ 2 ({Lit}) = 0.1875, µ 2 ({M ath, P hys, Lit}) = 1; the evaluations given to students E, F and H by the Choquet integral with respect to capacities µ 1 and µ 2 are shown in the last two columns of Table 2 ;
• among the capacities µ compatible with his preferences, there are some for which student E is preferred to student H and there are others for which student H is preferred to student E; for example, student E is preferred to student H for the capacity µ 1 while, student H is preferred to student E for the capacity µ 2 .
In conclusion, the Dean is convinced that there is no doubt about the preference of student H over student F . In this case, we speak of necessary preference. However, there are some doubts about the preference between student E and student F , and between student E and student H. In this case we speak of possible preferences. The following subsection 3.3 recalls basic concepts of NAROR [4] that permits to define systematically necessary and possible preferences when using the Choquet integral.
The formal model of NAROR
As observed in the example of the previous Section, in general, there is more than one capacity that permits to represent the preference information provided by the DM through the Choquet integral. Since choosing only one of these compatible capacities is always arbitrary to some extent, following the principles of ROR [16, 17, 37] , we take into account all the capacities compatible with the preference information provided by the DM through NAROR [4] that we shall recall in the following.
To get the values µ(T ) that the capacity µ assigns to all the subsets T of G, one can use a direct or an indirect technique. The direct technique asks the values µ(T ) or the corresponding Möbius representation directly to the DM while the indirect technique infers the values µ(T ) from some
preference information provided by the DM ( [2, 46] ; for an extensive review on the topic see also [33] and [35] ). When using an indirect technique, the DM can supply the following information with respect to a subset of alternatives A R ⊆ A :
• a partial preorder on A R whose meaning is: for a * , b * ∈ A R a * b * ⇔ "a * is at least as good as b * ";
• a partial preorder * on A R × A R , whose meaning is: for a
⇔ "a * is preferred to b * at least as much as c * is preferred to d * ";
• a partial preorder 1 on G, whose meaning is: for g i , g j ∈ G g i 1 g j ⇔ "criterion g i is at least as important as criterion g j ";
• a partial preorder * 1 on G × G, whose meaning is:
"the difference of importance between criteria g i and g j is no lower than the difference of importance between criteria g k and g l ";
• the sign of the interaction between criteria g i and g j , with g i , g j ∈ G :
(a) g i and g j are positively interacting, (b) g i and g j are negatively interacting.
In the following, as usual, ∼ (indifference) and ≻ (preference) so as ∼ * and ≻ * denote the symmetric and the asymmetric part of and * , respectively, that is,
as well as
The preference information provided by the DM permits to define the following set E A R of constraints representing the set of all the capacities compatible with the preference information given by the DM:
ϕ({i, j}) ≥ ε if criteria i and j are positively interacting with i, j ∈ G, ϕ({i, j}) ≤ −ε if criteria i and j are negatively interacting with i, j ∈ G,
where ε is an auxiliary variable used to transform the strict inequality constraints in weak inequality constraints. If ε * > 0, where ε * = max ε subject to E A R , then there exists at least one capacity compatible with the preference information provided by the DM. If there is not any capacity compatible with the preference information provided by the DM, one can use techniques described in [49] to determine the minimal set of pieces of preference information that could be revised by the DM in order to remove the incompatibility of constraints in E A R .
Note 3.1. From the computational point of view, the previous problem is a linear programming problem composed of |G| + |G| 2 + 1 variables and, in particular, one Möbius parameter m({i}) for each criterion i ∈ G, one Möbius parameter m({i, j}) for each pair of criteria {i, j} ⊆ G 3 and the variable ε. In the following, to simplify the notation, we shall denote by (m, ε) the vector composed of the variables and we shall call it "the model". The set [N C] is composed of two equality constraints; the set [M C 1 ] is composed of |G| inequality constraints (one for each criterion i ∈ G) while the set [M C 2 ] is composed of |G| · 2 |G|−1 − 1 inequality constraints (2 |G|−1 − 1 for each criterion i ∈ G). Therefore, the number of monotonicity and normalization constraints will be equal to 2+|G|·2 |G|−1 . To these monotonicity and normalization constraints should be added as many equality or inequality constraints as the number of pieces of information provided by the DM. In particular, one equality constraint for each piece of indifference information (indifference between couples of alternatives or no difference between the importance of two criteria) and one inequality constraint for each piece of preference information (preference between two alternatives, intensity of preference between couples of alternatives, preference in the importance of two criteria) or for each positive or negative interaction.
In general, there could exist more than one capacity compatible with the preference information provided by the DM and to take into account all these compatible capacities, one can compute the necessary ( N ) and the possible ( P ) preference relations on the set of alternatives A as described below. Given the following sets of constraints,
we have that:
) is feasible and ε P > 0, where ε P = max ε subject to E P (a, b).
Note 3.2. To get the necessary and possible preference relations one has to solve two linear programming problems in which the considered variables are the same of E A R , while the number of constraints augmented by one unity.
To check if a N b, we add the constraint C µ (b) ≥ C µ (a)+ε, corresponding to the strict preference of b over a, to the set E A R containing the constraints translating the preference information provided by the DM and the monotonicity and normalization constraints. Since we already knew that the set E A R is feasible and that there exists at least one model (m, ε) such that ε > 0, we have the following possible cases:
• E N (a, b) is infeasible: this means that the strict preference of b over a is not compatible with the preference information provided by the DM since there does not exist any model (m, ε) for which all the constraints are satisfied (independently from the sign of ε). Because it is not possible to find any model compatible with the preference information provided by the DM for which b is strictly preferred to a, then a will be at least as good as b for all compatible models. Consequently, a N b.
• E N (a, b) is feasible but ε N ≤ 0: in this case, even if there exist some model (m, ε) for which the constraints are all satisfied, none of them has one ε greater than zero. This means that for none of these models C µ (b) > C µ (a) and again, a is therefore at least as good as b for all compatible models, implying that a N b.
• E N (a, b) is feasible but ε N > 0: in this case, there exist at least one model (m, ε) for which all constraints are satisfied but, there exist at least one model presenting ε > 0. This means that b could be strictly preferred to a and, consequently, it is not true that a is at least as good as b for all compatible models.
To check if a P b, we add the constraint C µ (a) ≥ C µ (b), corresponding to the statement "a is at least as good as b", to the set E A R . Since we already know that the set E A R is feasible and that there exists at least one model (m, ε) such that ε > 0, we have the following possible cases:
• E P (a, b) is infeasible: this means that the weak preference of a over b is incompatible with the preference information provided by the DM since there does not exist any model (m, ε) for which all the constraints are satisfied (independently from the sign of ε). Because it is not possible to find any model compatible with the preference information provided by the DM for which a is weakly preferred to b, then b will be strictly preferred to a for all compatible models that implies that a N b.
• E P (a, b) is feasible but ε P > 0: in this case, there exist some model (m, ε) presenting ε > 0 for which the constraints are all satisfied. This implies that there exists at least one compatible model for which a is at least as good as b, that is a P b.
• E P (a, b) is feasible but ε P ≤ 0: this means that there exists some model (m, ε) for which all constraints are satisfied but none of these models presents an ε > 0. Therefore, the new constraint C µ (a) ≥ C µ (b) is not compatible with the preference information provided by the DM and, consequently, it is not true that a P b.
Finally, let us briefly remind that for each pair of alternatives a, b ∈ A, a N b implies a P b (therefore we can state that N ⊆ P ), and that for all a, b ∈ A, a N b or b P a (for further important properties of the necessary and possible preference relations, see [37] ). We have reminded this point to underline that to compute the necessary and possible preference relations we do not need, in general, to solve two LP problems for each couple of alternatives (a, b). In particular, after computing the necessary preference relation for each couple of alternatives (a, b), we need to compute only the possible preference relation for the couples (b, a) such that a N b but not(b N a). Indeed, by considering the two properties mentioned above, we can have the following three cases:
• a N b and not(b N a) ⇒ a P b but nothing could be said about b P a;
• not(a N b) and not(b N a) ⇒ b P a and a P b.
In some cases, and also in our approach, one needs to assign a real number to the overall evaluation of each alternative in order to obtain a complete ranking of the alternatives. With this aim, based on the results of the ROR, among all the compatible models one can compute the most representative model being that one maximizing the difference in the performance of two alternatives a and b for which a N b but not(b N a) , and minimizing the difference in the performances of two alternatives a and b such that a P b and b P a [3, 22] . The considered procedure is composed of two steps: (S 1 ) Solving the following optimization problem: max ε subject to
Denoted by ε 1 the optimal value of epsilon obtained in the previous step, solving the following optimization problem: min δ subject to
3.4. Analytic Hierarchy Process 3.4.1. Description of the method AHP is a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) method that helps the DM in solving a complex problem having multiple conflicting criteria [40, 55, 56] . In its full version, AHP is structured in a hierarchy, where the decision goal is located on the top. The children of the tree are the criteria and sub-criteria to be satisfied by each alternative.
In our paper, we are not solving the whole problem with AHP but we are only inducing a rating table. Therefore, only the core feature of AHP, the pairwise comparison matrix, is needed. The method of pairwise comparisons provides more accurate results than direct evaluations, primarily due to the fact that the DM is asked to concentrate only on two elements at a time [18, 39, 48] . With respect to MACBETH [5] , another methodology to construct a scale from pairwise comparisons, AHP has the advantage to consider also indirect comparisons to derive priorities [41, 65] , and this, on one hand, permits to better control the consistency of information supplied by the DM, and, on the other hand, gives more reliable results. The pairwise comparisons are entered in a positive reciprocal matrix A = [a ij ] of dimension n, where n is the number of considered "objects", and a ij expresses how many times "object" i is "greater" than "object" j. Indeed if p i measures the magnitude of i and p j the magnitude of j, we should have a ij = p i p j . Usually, following Saaty, a ij is determined by asking the DM a verbal judgment using the scale "moderately more dominant", "strongly more dominant", "very strongly more dominant", and "extremely more dominant" which are numerically coded as 3, 5, 7, and 9, respectively, with 2, 4, 6, and 8 for compromise between the previous values. The values a ij from matrix A are consistent if
for all i and j, and this is always satisfied because, as above mentioned, matrix A is supposed reciprocal, and 2) a ij a jk = a ik for all i, j and k.
It can also be written that values a ij from matrix A are consistent if and only if there exist values p 1 , . . . , p n such that for i = 1, . . . , n a i1 p 1 + . . . + a in p n = n · p i which can be written as
where p = [p i ] is the priorities vector. In this case the priorities p 1 , . . . , p n and, consequently, the vector p, can be easily determined as follows:
If (17) holds, (18) gives the same values for any j = 1, . . . , n. However, condition (17) is rarely satisfied which implies that (18) cannot be used because it gives different values to p i when different j are considered. Therefore several methods have been proposed to induce the priority vector p and among them the most well-known is the eigenvalue method calculating the priorities corresponding to matrix A as follows:
where λ max is the maximal eigenvalue of matrix A. In order to declare the comparison matrix consistent enough for calculating credible priorities, it must pass a consistency check. Consistency Ratio (CR) is defined as:
where RI is the Random Index (the average CI of 500 randomly filled matrices). CI is the Consistency Index
In order to make the rating on different criteria commensurable, we normalise the priorities with respect to the maximum and minimum score on each criterion as follows:
where:
• p * i is the rating of the score i, • p i is the calculated priority of the score i,
• p max is the priority of the maximum score,
• p min is the priority of the minimum score.
Observe that the rating of p * i will be in the range [ 
Reducing the number of pairwise comparisons
AHP permits to build a scale on each criterion starting from ratio evaluations given by the DM. This is very important in multiple criteria decision making because numerical evaluations of alternatives on considered criteria permit to proceed towards their aggregation in a single overall evaluation allowing to compare comprehensively alternatives between them. However, the application of the AHP becomes troublesome when the number of considered alternatives is high. Indeed, if the number of alternatives is m, then there is the necessity of m(m−1) 2 pairwise comparisons for each considered criterion, such that, for n criteria we have a total of n m(m−1) 2 pairwise comparisons to ask to the DM. For example, for a not so complex problem with 7 criteria and 7 alternatives, the total number of pairwise comparisons to ask to the DM is 147, which becomes 450 in a problem with 10 criteria and 10 alternatives and 1900 in a problem with 10 criteria and 20 alternatives. Thus the use of AHP requires a consistent cognitive efforts from the DM and this can deteriorate the quality of the information provided with the risk that the MCDA methodology gives back a result which is not enough reliable. Consider also that, sometimes, there is the necessity to get a decision model that can be applied to a set of alternatives very large and not predefined at the beginning. For instance, suppose that one wants to develop a model to assess credit score for customers of a bank taking into account several financial ratios such as return on equity, current ratio, debt ratio and so on. In this case, it is necessary to build a decision model which is universally applicable to all the customers requiring a credit to the bank. Thus, we should consider thousands of potential customers and, even if we would be able to get the billions of pairwise comparisons necessary to apply AHP, in any case, the customers that could apply for a credit cannot be known in advance. Therefore, there is the necessity to develop a method permitting to apply AHP also in these cases. For this reason, we propose to fix a small number of representative points in the scale of each criterion and to ask the DM to compare pairwise these points. After obtaining through AHP a normalized evaluation for these points, the evaluations of all other alternatives with respect to the considered criteria can be obtained by linear interpolation. More formally, supposing for the sake of simplicity that all criteria have a numerical scale that is monotonic increasing with respect to the preferences, for each criterion i, i = 1, . . . , n, we consider t i representative points well distributed on the scale of the criterion. Let us denote by γ ir the r-th point, r = 1, . . . , t i , on the scale of criterion i. For each criterion i, the DM is asked to supply t i for each representative point γ ir , the normalized evaluations u(γ ir ) are obtained. Consider now an alternative a having an evaluation g i (a) on criterion i. If g i (a) belongs to the interval of consecutive representative points γ is , γ i(s+1) , we can get the normalized evaluation u(g i (a)) of g i (a) as follows:
It is to observe that the selected set of points may have an influence on the results of the rescaling. They must therefore be selected carefully and in the most representative way. We believe that the best way to select reference points is to select them in cooperation with the DM. Indeed, the fundamental characteristic that the reference points must possess is their meaningfulness for the DM. In addition to the greater reliability of her comparisons, there is another advantage in involving the DM in the selection of the reference points. Indeed, the more the reference points are meaningful for the DM, the more she will feel comfortable in reasoning about possible inconsistencies and correct them, if necessary.
With respect to the procedure we are proposing, one could ask if the reduction of comparisons does not reduce the possibility of discovering inconsistencies in the DM's evaluations, with the risk of obtaining a decision model not enough accurate and convincing. We do not believe that this is the case. Indeed, asking for comparing all the alternatives, especially in case of a great number of alternatives, the DM experiments a great cognitive burden which is not compensated by a greater reliability of the results. It is rather the contrary. The greater the number of the questions requested to the DM and the more difficult the contents of these questions (because very often are based on negligible differences), the less is the attention in answering and the more deteriorate the overall quality of the preference information collected by the DM. Let us observe that this consideration is confirmed by the growing literature in the domain of the heuristic decision making (see e.g. [28] ) which is mainly based on the principle that ignoring part of the information can lead to more accurate and more effective decisions. Moreover, even supposing an "ideal" DM able to answer in a good way to all the many questions one can ask her, the traditional AHP is not adapted for large problems. Observe that some studies even recommend only 7 alternatives because of the limited capacity of our brain to compare more alternatives [59] . Therefore, reducing reasonably the number of pairwise comparisons will not reduce the quality of the obtained decision model because the traditional AHP will anyway have a reduced quality with a high number of alternatives and, probably, it will also increase the reliability of the final results.
Since AHP has received several criticisms, one could wonder how they apply to the methodology we are proposing. We believe that the soundness of our application of AHP is not touched by these remarks. For example, we agree with Salo and Hämäläinen [60] that the 1-9 scale is not always justified. However, recent publications [43, 52] have proposed to calibrate the measurement scale to the mental representation of the DM. We have not done this extra step because it is not the main focus of the paper, but it can easily be added. Also the criticism of Perez, Jimeno and Mokotoff [51] regarding the use of indifferent criteria in AHP does not apply to our model. Indeed, in our work, we only use partially AHP. More precisely, we use only the pairwise comparison matrices for comparing performances but we do not use pairwise comparison matrices for finding the weights of the criteria since we use the NAROR technique for this part. Bana e Costa and Vansnick [6] observe that the Condition of Order Preservation, that is, loosely speaking, that priorities represent also intensity of preferences between alternatives, is not preserved in AHP. This is true if we consider direct evaluations only. As we consider useful to take into account direct and indirect evaluations to derive priorities [41, 65] , also this criticism is not applicable to our model. Finally, it is important to mention that the procedure we are proposing consisting of compare pairwise a small number of reference points only can also be applied to other methods that give a normalized evaluation on the basis of pairwise comparisons as, for example, MACBETH [5] .
4. An application for the conjoint use of NAROR and AHP Steve wants to buy an economy car and, therefore, he is analyzing currently available cars on the market. Thus, he decides to consider 24 models that are presented in Table 3 together with their evaluations with respect to criteria Price, Acceleration, Max Speed and Fuel Consumption. First of all, in order to use the Choquet integral preference model and the NAROR to decide which car to buy, the evaluations of each car with respect to above criteria have to be expressed on a common scale. This is possible using AHP but it requires 276 pairwise comparisons for each one of the considered criteria which lead to a total of 1104 pairwise comparisons. Steve thinks that all these pairwise comparisons are too many, and thus we propose him to apply AHP only to a set of representative evaluations on the scale of each criterion and to determine the normalized value of the evaluations of the 24 considered cars by using the procedure described in Section 3.4.2. For this reason, we ask Steve to compare the representative values shown in Table 4 . As a consequence, the pairwise comparisons asked to Steve are:
• 55 for the 11 reference levels of criterion Price,
• 28 for the 8 reference levels of criterion Acceleration,
• 21 for the 7 reference levels of criterion Max Speed,
• 36 for the 9 reference levels of criterion Consumption, which gives a total of 140 pairwise comparisons. The pairwise comparisons given by Steve are shown in Tables 5(a)-5(d) while the normalized evaluations of these reference points, obtained by AHP, are provided in Table 6 . Considering the normalized evaluations of the reference points and interpolating them as described in the previous Section, we are able to obtain the normalized evaluations of all cars with respect to all criteria reported in Table 7 . For example, to obtain the normalized evaluation of the Kia Rio with respect to price, first of all we have to observe that its price (11, 650 euro) , is in the interval of references prices whose extremes are 10, 500 euro and 12, 000 euro. Since the utilities of these reference prices obtained by AHP are respectively 0.2907 and 0.2489, applying (19) we get the normalized price of the Kia Rio as follows:
u(11, 650) = u(10, 500) + u(12, 000) − u(10, 500) 12, 000 − 10, 500 (11, 650 − 10, 500) = 0.2907 + 0.2489 − 0.2907 1, 500 (1, 150) = 0.2587. • Acceleration and Consumption (C) are positively interacting (ϕ(A, C) ≥ ε),
• Max Speed and Consumption are positively interacting (ϕ(M, C) ≥ ε),
• Price and Consumption are negatively interacting (ϕ(P, C) ≤ −ε),
• Acceleration and Max Speed are negatively interacting (ϕ(A, M ) ≤ −ε).
Steve provides also the following preference order on some cars that he knows and for which he is able to form his preferences:
This preference information is translated by the following linear inequalities:
• C µ (a 3 ) ≥ C µ (a 5 ) + ε, C µ (a 5 ) ≥ C µ (a 6 ) + ε, C µ (a 6 ) ≥ C µ (a 7 ) + ε,
• C µ (a 7 ) ≥ C µ (a 1 ) + ε, C µ (a 1 ) ≥ C µ (a 4 ) + ε, C µ (a 4 ) ≥ C µ (a 2 ) + ε, where ε is an auxiliary variable supposed being greater than zero.
To check if there exist at least one capacity compatible with the preferences Steve provided us, we have to solve the following linear programming problem: ε * = max ε, s.t.
C µ (a 3 ) ≥ C µ (a 5 ) + ε, C µ (a 5 ) ≥ C µ (a 6 ) + ε, C µ (a 6 ) ≥ C µ (a 7 ) + ε, C µ (a 7 ) ≥ C µ (a 1 ) + ε, 
Because ε * is greater than zero, this means that there exists at least one capacity compatible with the preference information provided by Steve. Table 8 presents the Möbius representation of the capacity corresponding to ε * . Looking at Tables 8 and 9 , one can see that Acceleration is the most important criterion both considered singularly (because m({M }) > m({i}), i ∈ {P, A, C}), and also when taking into account its interactions with the other three criteria (because ϕ({M }) > ϕ({i}), i ∈ {P, A, C}). On the other hand, Maximum Speed is the less important criterion if it is considered singularly, while Consumption is the less important criterion considering also all its interactions with the other criteria. In order to take into account not only one but the whole set of capacities compatible with the preference information provided by Steve, we apply the NAROR as described in Section 3.3. In Table 10 , we reported the necessary preference relation N , while in Table 11 we reported the asymmetric part (≻ P ) of the possible preference relation P , where a ≻ P b iff a P b and not(b P a). We presented ≻ P instead of P , because ≻ P ⊆ N ⊆ P (that is ≻ P is much more synthetic than P ) and, overall, because ≻ P is transitive, which is not the case for P [37] . In simple words, ≻ P is much more intelligible than P for the DM. From this representative ranking, we can state that a 24 is the best car, while the worst is surely a 20 .
Conclusions
We considered multiple criteria decision aiding in case of interaction between criteria using the Choquet integral preference model. The application of the Choquet integral preference model requires that evaluations with respect to considered criteria are expressed on a common scale. We used AHP to build this common scale taking into account preference information given by the DM. To reduce considerably the number of pairwise comparisons usually required to the DM when applying AHP, we proposed to use AHP on a set of few reference points in the scale of each criterion and to interpolate the other values. Then, we adopted the recently introduced NAROR taking into account all the capacities compatible with the preference information provided by the DM. We illustrated the conjoint use of NAROR and AHP with an application to the decision problem of choosing a car to buy. We believe that the procedure we are proposing conjugates harmoniously the advantages of AHP in building a measurement scale and the advantages of the Choquet integral in handling interaction between criteria. In this context, the adoption of NAROR seems very beneficial because it permits to avoid focusing on only one capacity, which can be misleading for the reliability of the final decision. We believe also that the procedure of applying directly AHP on only a small set of reference points and using the linear interpolation to get the other values deserves to be considered generally in future applications, regardless from the use of the Choquet integral. Indeed, the high number of pairwise comparisons requested to the DM to apply AHP is a problem that can prevent its application in case of too many alternatives. Moreover, the request of too many pairwise comparisons can limit the reliability of the results supplied by AHP. In this perspective, our proposal can result very useful for application of AHP in all the many real life decision problems presenting a high number of alternatives. We conclude with an interesting extension of our method that we plan to develop in a future paper. It regards consideration of the probability that a given alternative has a certain rank or the probability that an alternative is preferred to another taking into consideration the whole set of compatible capacities according to the methodology proposed in [1] .
